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I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this investigation is to study the convergence of 
iterative solutions which use hybrid matrices for solving power system 
load flow problems. 
It is proposed that the rate of convergence is related to the 
spectral radius, or magnitude of the largest eigenvalue, of a matrix 
formed from partial derivatives of real and reactive power with respect 
to real and imaginary components of voltage. It is further proposed that 
qualitatively meaningful results can be obtained by making quite simple 
approximations for the elements of this matriXo 
Hybrid matrix solutions of load flow problems are often compared 
with the more common admittance matrix solution. For this reason, the 
rates of convergence of both types of solution are investigated. 
The common admittance matrix can be formed quite simply, and can 
be modified quite simply to represent changes in the system configuration. 
The hybrid matrix is more difficult to form and modify, and methods of 
forming and modifying the hybrid matrix are developed. 
Fault calculations using the hybrid matrix are discussed briefly. 
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II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
For many years the network analyzer was the tool used for load 
flow studies. As better digital computer methods were developed, the 
importance of the network analyzer ever diminished. 
In 1946 Jennings and Quinan (1) proposed the use of business machines 
for a type of load flow study. Their method involved an assumption that 
source and load currents were defined. This assumption was quite unac­
ceptable for general use, but this paper did arouse interest in the 
possibility of machine computation of power network problems. 
Dunstan (2, 3, 4) presented a series of papers on load flow problems 
which utilized loop and track methods. 
Henderson (5) presented an improved iterative method based on 
Duns tan's loop and track method. Whereas Dunstan (3) required a matrix 
inversion on every iteration, the method proposed by Henderson required 
only one matrix inversion in the total program. 
Ward and Hale (6) developed an iterative technique which utilizes 
an admittance matrix and node voltages. Real and reactive powers are 
specified at each bus; real powers and voltage magnitudes are specified 
at each source except one; and at this special source bus (slack bus 
or swing bus) the voltage is completely specified but nothing is said 
about power. Bus voltages are assumed, and bus voltages are successively 
changed at each bus to satisfy the power conditions at that bus. This 
process is continued to bring the bus voltages to any degree of tolerance 
desired. The rate of convergence is slow; and there are a few cases 
where the iteration process will not converge at all. The Ward-Hale 
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paper is very important because the digital computer programs commonly 
used for solving load flow problems today were derived from it. 
Brown and Tinney (7) modified the Ward-Hale technique by applying 
Aitken's Method of acceleration to make convergence more rapid. 
Jordan (8) modified the Ward-Hale technique by providing a modified 
relaxation process. 
McGillis (9) discussed methods of solution for the IBM 604 computer, 
including a mesh solution involving the inversion of a complex matrix. 
The convergence of the mesh solution is much more rapid. 
Glimn and Stagg (10) presented another modification of the Ward-
Hale technique. This method calculated a desired bus voltage as a 
function of all bus voltages ; whereas the original Ward-Hale method 
calculated a desired bus voltage as a function of all bus voltages 
except that of the bus under consideration; the original method basically 
involves a quadratic. 
St. Clair and Stagg (11) developed a large scale program' for the 
IBM 704 computer for use on the American Electric Power System. 
Dyrkacz and Maginniss (12) developed a program for the IBM 704 
to provide extra features like automatic tap selection and automatic 
control of power interchange. 
Van Ness (13) presented a method for determining corrections for 
an iterative process by a matrix multiplication, where the basic matrix 
was composed of partial derivatives of powers with respect to voltage 
magnitudes and angles. 
Hale and Goodrich (14) investigated the possibility of using a 
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hybrid matrix in lieu of an admittance matrix. The hybrid matrix per­
mits some busses to be current corrected and some busses to be voltage 
corrected. Correction equations were developed which are similar to 
those developed by Ward and Hale (6). The convergence of the hybrid 
matrix method was found to be much more rapid than for the original 
admittance matrix method. 
Van Ness (15) presented a method of creating a matrix formed from 
partial derivative terms as in (13), and finding the eigenvalues. The 
rate of convergence was shown to be related to the largest eigenvalue. 
Van Ness and Griffin (16) developed an elimination method for pro­
viding a solution in a few steps. 
Brown, Carter, Happ, and Person (17) developed a program which uses 
an impedance matrix in lieu of an admittance matrix. The program also 
represents loads by impedances. This program is an iterative process, 
and was found to converge in fewer iterations than the usual node 
admittance matrix solution. 
A summary of methods of solving load flow problems may be found in 
the paper by Sasson and Jaimes (18). 
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III. CONVERGENCE OF ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR LOAD FLOW STUDIES 
A. Development of a Method of Analysis 
There are several types of iterative solutions for systems of linear 
equations, and the problems of convergence have been studied. Varga (19) 
describes such methods and the associated analysis of convergence. 
Much less has been written about the convergence of iterative 
solutions for systems of non-linear equations. Such systems must often 
be solved, as in the case of load flow studies for power systems. 
Durand (20) has suggested a method for analyzing the convergence of 
an iterative solution for a system of non-linear equations. The principal 
features of this method are: 
1) Suppose there are N equations in N unknowns, X^ , X^ , ', X^ . 
2) Let a superscript (n) represent the number of the iteration. 
3) It is often possible to write, 
X. = f.(X^ , X^ , •••, X^ ) _ (1) 
4) This suggests a possible iterative scheme, 
(2) 
5) Let erepresent the error in X^  after the nth iteration. 
6) Let X^  ^represent the correct value of X^ . This is, of course, 
generally unknown. 
7) X^  can be represented by a Taylor's series expansion of Equation 
1. If only those terms with no more than one first derivative 
are retained, one obtains 
i 
6 
ôf. ôf. 
8) But, X^  is the correct value, plus an error, e^ . Therefore, 
the iterative scheme suggested by Equation 2 leads to 
9) Let E represent a vector of errors, and let D represent a matrix 
of partial derivatives. Then all N equations of the form of 
Equation 4 can be written as one matrix equation 
fCo+l) . (5) 
and 
(^n+1) ^  j^ n+l |<0) (6) 
10) If the magnitude of the largest eigenvalue of D is less than one, 
gCti+l) Equation 6 will converge to zero for sufficiently large 
values of n for any E"^ ^^ . If Equation 4 is reasonably correct, 
one expects that the actual iterative solution will converge 
also. The elements of D should be evaluated at the point of 
solution, but this presents a problem because the point of solu­
tion is not known. Assumptions on the elements of D are 
discussed later. 
The foregoing development is based upon the simultaneous substitu­
tion of new values for old values. In typical load flow studies, a 
modification of the Gauss-Seidel iteration process is used. In this 
process, when the new voltage for a bus has been computed, this new 
voltage is used for calculations on later busses. Modifications can be 
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made to the analysis of convergence to cover this situation. 
In terms of the notation used in Equations 1 through 6 this situation 
can be described by modifying Equation 4 to read 
1 1-1 
(7) 
In some cases, e^ ^^  will not appear on the right side of Equation 7. Let 
<11 = âC (8) 
Then for N = 3, for example, the complete system of equations becomes 
(9) 
These equations can be represented by a matrix equation 
10 0 
0 
-421 1 
-^ 31 -^ 32  ^
• (n+1)" 
®1 
(n+1) 
2^ 
(^n+1) 
3^ 
1^1 1^2 1^3 
0 
0 0 
*^ 22 2^3 
33 
1 
fD 
(n) 
2 
®3 
Using symbols for the matrices and vectors leads to 
(^n+1) = 
(^n+1) ^  = (A-^ B)E^ '^  ^
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
- 1  
Now the convergence depends on the eigenvalues of the matrix (A B) 
in Equation 12, 
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Methods of analysis for two different load flow iteration methods 
are described in the following sections; 
(1) The iteration method used in the original Ward-Hale report (6). 
(2) The iteration method using hybrid matrices as outlined in the 
Hale-Goodrich report (14). 
1. Symbols 
The following symbols are used in the ensuing discussion: 
N — number of busses 
Y — admittance (complex) 
G — conductance 
B — susceptance 
Y = G + jB 
H — a hybrid matrix whose elements are admittances, impedances, 
or ratios 
e — a real component of voltage 
f — an imaginary component of voltage 
E — a complex voltage 
E = e 4- jf . 
a — a real component of current 
b — an imaginary component of current 
I — a complex current 
I = a + jb 
P — real power 
Q — reactive power 
S — complex power 
S = P + jQ 
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2. Subscripts, superscripts, and conjugates 
Associated with the above symbols are the following types of 
identification: 
c^  represents the correct value at bus i 
e^  represents the error at bus i 
ij represents double subscripts for line parameters 
i represents a single subscript for a calculated (or specified) value 
The superscript (n) refers to a value after the nth iteration. 
The conjugate of a variable is defined by an asterisk following the 
variable. Thus the conjugate of X is X*. 
3. Example 
As an example of the use of the above symbols and subscripts, 
consider the error in e at bus i after n iterations. This error is 
written 
1 1 
B. Convergence of the Iteration Method Used in the 
Original Ward-Hale Report 
1. Basic equations 
In this method, the following equation is approximately satisfied 
at each load bus i: 
N 
P. + jQ. = E. 2 Y*. E* (13) 
System voltages and current^ s are defined in Figure 1. 
• 10 
Generator 
I I 
Load 
Figure 1 A general power system showing one source and one load 
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This equation is satisfied approximately at bus i by adjusting the 
components of however, in what follows it is assumed that it is 
satisfied exactly. 
The Hale-Goodrich report (14) gives the two equations to be solved 
simultaneously for the corrections and § as 
•*" k^^ kk k^^ "®k®kk k^^ kk 
^^ k " ®k^ "®k^ kk k^^ kk ' ^k^  k^^ "®k^ kk " ^ k^ kk (^ 5) 
2 2 
Equation 14 and Equation 15 actually ignore terms involving and but 
it is assumed in what follows that Equation 13 is satisfied exactly. 
In Equation 14 and Equation 15, all currents and voltages are 
present values. These equations are solved for and New values are 
found from 
f(n+l) . £(n) (17) 
Partial derivatives of these latter two equations can be obtained, but it 
is apparent that these partials will be very involved. 
The assumption that Equation 13 is satisfied exactly can be used to 
find another relationship between new and old errors. Satisfaction of 
Equation 13 at a load bus, i, is really accomplished by changing the 
errors in the components of voltage at bus i. The sum of the errors in 
complex power at bus i, due to errors in voltages at all busses, is zero 
because Equation 13 is satisfied. At load bus i one can write two 
equations (one for real power and one for reactive power) to describe 
this condition of zero error. 
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!!i ^(n+1) .J. !!i f (n+l) ^  . !!i e(n+l) ^  !!i f (n+1) 
ôe^  el ôf^  el ' Be. ei ' ôf. ei 
(n) °^ i g(n) + ... + Zll g(n) 
Be.^  ^%(i+l) ^  af.+i e(i+l) ^   ^8e^  ®eN 
BP, , X 
+ = ° • («> 
e(a+l) f(->+l) ... Jn+1) C^n+l) 
ôe^  el ôf^  el ôe^  ei ei 
+ _!Sl_ f(%) + ... e(a) 
e(i+l) e(i+l) ôe^  eN 
At a source bus, g, only real power and voltage magnitude are 
specified, so only one equation of the form of Equation 18 is needed. 
Only one component of voltage is needed because 
e^  + f^  = |E I ^  • (20) 
g g g 
It is usual to make one voltage in the system real and positive, and 
the usual nature of these problems is such that it is probable that any 
e^  will be positive. In the development which follows it is assumed that 
every e^  is positive. Inasmuch as f^  can be either positive or negative, 
e will be expressed in terms of f by 
8 8 
^ - ('V' - 4)^ 
The system of equations represented by Equations 18 and 19 can be 
written in matrix form as 
13 
ÔP^  ÔPj 
ôëT âZ 
ôQi ôQ^  
de. ôf. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
aei 
ap. 
X 
Sf^  
!!i 
BP. 
X 
âf^  • 
• 
0 0 0 
• 
âî,, 
Sej ae2 «2 • • Sf, 
• 
«1 Beg 
• 
• Sf, 
• S-H 
"N 
0 0 
0 0 
!!i ÔPl !!i ÔPi 
Be^  afs 
8Ql 
Se^  âfj âfj 
0 0 0 0 
,(n+l) 
"el 
: (tl+l) 
•el 
fCn+l) 
ex 
'eN 
,(n+l) 
'eN 
ÔP. 1 ap, 
®^i+l ®^i+2 
0 0 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  
0 0 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  
0 0 
0 0 
f(n) 
e^l 
f(%) 
ei 
e(%) 
N 
. N . 
(22) 
The row containing P^  is of the form for a source bus. is not 
considered and the vectors contain the error in f^  but not in e^ . 
The above equation can be expressed as CU 
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The current entering bus i is given by 
N 
I- = Z Y E (23) 
j=l ^ ^ 
If j represents a load bus, 
 ^ (24) 
If j represents a generator bus, 
(iGjI - fj)' - Bijfj) 
+ j(B.. (lE.I^  - fj)^  +G..f.) (25) 
The complex power entering bus i is given by 
N 
S. = E.I* = E. S Y*. E* (26) 
1 11 1 ij ] 
S. = (e + jf ) S [(G e - B f ) - j(B .e + G f )] 
^ ^ ^ loads J . J J J 
+ (e. + jf.) S [(G..(IE,12 - f2)% - B f ) 
sources J J J 
- j(B..(|E.|^  - f^ )^  +G..f.)] (27) 
The last equation can be divided into two equations — one relating 
real terms and the other imaginary terms. 
P. = e. Z (G..e. - B..f.)+f- Z (B..e. + G..f.) 
" ^ loads ' loads ^ ^ 
+ Bi .S ' ^ikV 
sources 
+ f. s + «ik^ k) (28) 
sources 
15 
° loads 
^fi 2 *ik(i:k''-4)^-=ikV 
sources 
2 
z »ik(iv - V +=iky 
sources 
2. Calculating partial derivatives 
Partial derivatives will be found for load busses and source busses. 
There are no errors in the swing bus voltage, so partial derivatives 
will not be taken with respect to the swing bus voltage components, and 
there will be no power error equations for the swing bus. 
a. Partial derivatives at a load bus Here the subscript i 
refers to a load bus. Three types of partial derivatives are possible. 
1) _i a load bus 
2 2 1, 
Be?  ^^   ^  ^ ^^ ik^ 'V " " ^ ikV 1 loads •' sources 
+ G^ e^^  + B^ f^^  (30) 
The sum of the first two terms is equal to a.; therefore 
ÔPi 
ôe^  - + G^ e^^  + ®ii^ i 1^) 
Similarly, 
1 loads sources 
+ Gli'i - Bii»i • <") 
The sum of the first two terms is b^ , therefore 
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ÔP. 
— = -r b . - B . .e. + G. .f. (33) 
For reactive power one gets 
3Q. 9 
sT = - + Gijfj) - : Sik'k-) 
i loads sources 
+ G. .f. - B. .e. (34) 
11 1 11 1 
- - bi - E. .e. + G. .f. (35) 
Similarly 
1 
2) j. £ i,î j. is £ load bus 
ÔP. 
ap. 
âf-= - Vi 
ôQ, 
âT - • Bij^ l + ®ij^ i (39) 
âQ, 
âT ° • Gij*i - (4°) 
3) k i.; k _is_ a source bus 
âf[ ° • 4'"^  <• "k' • ^i®ik 
. + «i# »xk<l\'' - 4>(- "k) + 'i°lk (41) 
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ÔP. 
• ^ik®i i^k^ i 
Q^. -i ? 
ôf^  ^  " V ^ 
+ ^ki) ®ik<i^ki' - 4)"^ (-
" ^ ik^ i " ^ ik^ i 
ôQ. 5 9 -j-
ôfT " ^  ^k^ '^ k' ' ^k^   ^(^ ik^ i " ^ ik^ P k 
" ^ ik^ i • ®ik^ i 
b. Partial derivatives at ^  source bus At a source bus 
Equation 26 can be written as 
P, = (lEj' - (O^ .ej - B,.£.) 
+ S «Ikd^ kl' - - ''ikVl 
sources 
'"'^ '•loads 
+ 2 (Bik(IV'-4)^+=ikV] 
sources 
Again three types of partial derivatives will be calculated 
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1) _i a source bus 
+ (lEjjZ - f2)% [(- f.XlE.I^  - fj)'^  - B..] 
+ fi[(- f.)(l?J^  - 4)'^  B.. +G..] (46) 
9 ? -J-
5^=-f,(|Ej2 -4) ^a. ^ b. 
+ (ISil ^  C- ®u - ®ii^  
+ f^ c- f.(|E.l^  - fj)"^  B.. +G.,] (47) 
2) k f i; k is another source bus 
[- '^ ik - Bik] 
+ f,[- f^ dE^ l^  - £2)-H.^  +G.^ ]  ^ (48) 
3) 2 # _i; 2 is_ a load bus 
(|E,|2 - 4)^ Gy +£.By (49) 
^.= - (|E.I2-4)^B.. +f.Gy (50) 
3. Estimating partial derivatives 
The theory of convergence previously developed is based on the 
values of partial derivatives at the point where the voltages are equal 
to their correct values. Actually, one of the purposes of a load flow 
19 
study is to determine the correct voltages. Therefore it will be 
necessary to make some estimates on voltages. The following estimates 
will be used in evaluating partial derivatives: 
At sources other than the swing bus, 
= 1e 1 + jO (51) 
At loads, 
= 1.0 -r jO (52) 
The power input at a bus is This relation used with the 
above voltage estimates leads to equations for currents. 
At a load bus, 
i^^ i ^  (I'O + jO)(\ - 4- jQ^  (53) 
a^  = (54) 
b^  = - Qu ' (55) 
At a s ource bus, 
a^  = P^ /E^  (56) 
b^  must be calculated or estimated because Q is not specified. 
The results of substituting values above into the equations for 
partial derivatives are shown below. 
a. Estimates of partial derivatives at a load bus First, 
estimates will be made for the three types of partial derivatives at a 
load bus. 
1) i is a load bus 
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ÔP. 
ôëT " i^i®i (57) 
= Pi + G.. (58) 
ÔPi 
ôfT " " Sii^ i (59) 
= - Qi - (60) 
ae. = - - BiiSi (61) 
aQi 
1 
= Qi - B.. (62) 
ôf" " " ^ ii®x (63) 
ÔQi 
= Pi - G-i (64) 
2) i ^ i; j. is a load bus 
âPi 
âT - Gij*i = °lj . (65) 
SP 
âf^  = - Bye.  - By (66) 
5Qi 
— = . B..e; = - By (67) 
BQi 
ST ° " ®il^ i ° - =1] (68) 
3) k sf _i; k is_ a source bus 
Sf^  * - ®ik®i - - ®lk («9) 
21 
aq. 
âf^  = • Gik*i = - Gik (7°) 
b. Estimates of partial derivatives at a source bus Next, 
estimates will be made for the three types of partial derivatives at a 
source bus. 
1) J. _a s ource bus 
 ^- b, - I s .  I  B. . (71) 
2) k # k another source bus 
3P 
3) JL ^  is j. if. a load bus 
ÔP 
S^=|E,lGy , (73) 
. (74) 
The computer program to evaluate the above expressions can be 
simplified by taking |E^ ( as 1.0, even though it might have a slightly 
different value. 
C. Convergence of an Iteration Method Using a Hybrid 
Matrix as Outlined in the Hale-Goodrich Report 
1. Basic equations 
The development which follows is based on the use of current 
correction for load busses and voltage correction for source•busses. 
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a. Definitions It has been found convenient to use some addi­
tional definitions of variables and subscripts. 
1) Subscripts 
1 — swing bus 
k — a load bus under consideration 
i — a load bus in general 
g — a source bus under consideration 
j — a source bus in general 
2) Sets 
I = set of all load busses 
I - k = set of all load busses except bus k 
j = set of all source busses 
j - g = set of all source busses except bus g 
3) Matrix elements 
G . and B . — real and imaginary components, respectively. 
of admittance Y 
R . and X . — real and imaginary components, respectively, 
of impedance 
and DQ^  — real and imaginary components, 
respectively, of dimensionless ratio 
k^m = ^ k^m + 
H. . — a complex element in general (impedance, admittance, 
or ratio) 
A — a column vector of complex elements containing all 
load voltages and source currents 
B — a column vector of complex elements containing all 
load currents and source voltages 
23 
These definitions lead to 
T = m 
b. Power equation at a load bus The power equations at a load 
bus J k, are: 
Sk - + «k = Vt - + f <"> 
+ Z(DR^ j + jDQ^ j)(ej + jfj)}(a^ , - jb^ ) (76) 
+ aCDR^ .e. - DQ^ .f.) + j (DQ^ .e. + DR^ /j)]3 X " J»^ ) 
(77) 
k^ (^ i^ i " ^ ki^ i^ k^ ^  ^ \i^ i ^  \i^ i^ k^^  
+ " »Qkjfj)*k + cOkjSj + D*kjfj)tk]] 
J • 
Qk = ^ [^^ ki^ i ^  \i^ i^ \ " ^ \i^ i " ^ ki^ i^ k^^  
1 
+ J[(DQkjej 
k^ " ^ ^ '-(^ i^ i " ^ ki^ i^ k^ ^  ^ k^i^ i i^^ i^ k^^  "*" \k^ k^ k^^  
I-k 
+ Z[(DR^ je^  - DQ^ f^^ )a^  + (DQ^ j^ j (^ 0) 
%  ^ (^ ki^ i "*" k^i^ i)*k ~ (\i^ i ' ^ki^ i^ k^^  ^  ^kk^ k^ ^  V 
I-k 
+ Z[(DQkje^  + D&kjfj)a^  - (^ 1) 
24 
I-2 2 2 2 2*^ 
At a source bus, IeJ = e^  + f^  or e^  = ([EJ - f^ )^ . Expressing 
in terms of f^  permits e^  to be positive for either positive or negative 
values of f^ . The above substitution leads to two new equations, 
\ ^ \^ \^i^ i " \i^ i^ \ (%ki^ i \i^ i^ k^^  
I-k 
+ \k(\ + "k) 
+ aCDR^ j (lEjl' - fj)^  -
+ (DQ^ . (lE.I^  - + DR^ .f.)bJ} (82) 
 ^(^ ki^ i *ki^ i)*k " ^ \i^ i ' ^ki^ i^ k^^  
I-k 
+ +  4 )  
+ 5I(DQy (|Ej|Z - fj)% + DB^ jfj)a^  
- (DB%.j - (llSj I 2 - fj)^  - DQ^ jfj)b^ l} • (83) 
c. Power equations at a source bus The power equations at a 
source bus, g, are: 
S = P + jQ = V I* (84) 
g g g g g 
= V (Z D*. I* + S Y*. V* (85) 
g I gi 1 j gJ J 
= (eg + jfg){Z (DRg^  - jDQg.)(a_ - jb.) 
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\ - «g ' - "^ gi'i) 
- J(DQg.a. + DRgjbp] 
+ -=gjY (»") 
Real power, but not reactive power, is matched at a source bus. 
Hence only the equation for real power need be considered at a source 
bus. 
- 5(DE,ia, - DQgib^ e^  + («QgiS + °^ gl\'^ gl 
+ Z[ (G . e. -B .f,)e +(B . e. + G .f.)f] (88) 
J gj J gJ J g gJ ] gJ J o 
g^ " ^[(DKgiSi - DQgibi)e; + 
+ • *gj"j)"g + ®gj"j + Ggjfj)fg1 
- + + <) 
Substitution of e^  + f^  = 1E I^  and e. = (|E.|^  - f^ )^  yields 
g g g J J J 
Pg - 3(DRg,a. - DQg,b.)(|Egl^  - £'/ + (DQ^ .a. + DE^ b^,)f^ ] 
+ (B^ .(lE.l2-£^ )nGg.f.)fg]+GgglE/ (90) 
2. Calculating partial derivatives 
a. Partial derivatives at a load bus Partial derivatives taken 
with respect to a, , b, , a., b., and f. for a load bus follow. 
 ^ k' k' i' i' J 
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1) k £ load bus 
BP, 
a a ^^ k\k k I-k 
Z(DR^ .(|E.|^  - - DQ^ jfj); i k (91) 
8b. " \k k I-k 
>2 ,2 
+ SCDQ^ .ClE.r - fj): + DR^ .f.); i f k 
J 
(92) 
5 
ôa. . - _%,(%ki*i + + Z^ k^ kk k I-k 
+ E(DQ^ .(|E.l^  - fj)% + DR^ .f.) ; i f k (93) 
Bb " ^^ k^ kk k I-k 
- Z(DR%j(tE,|2 - fj)% - i * k 
2) i £ i is_ s load- bus 
(94) 
!fk 
ôai \i^ k ^  ^ki^ k 
(95) 
!!} 
ôb " \±\ \i^ k 
(96) 
5 
ôa. 1 \i^ k • \i^ k 
(97) 
Q^k 
ôb^  \±\ %ki^ k (98) 
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3) 2 f k, 2 ÎË. 5 s puree bus 
ÔP, DR, .f. 
= < 
J (lE.r -
DQkif, 
+ < j^ *1 (99) 
(lEjl2 -
% ' (- ""r'' 2 . " 
 ^ (tEj|2 - f p ^  
DR^ .f. 
- (  ^ DQ, ,)b ; j ^  1 (100) 
9 n X, KJ K 
-4)' 
b. Partial derivatives at a source bus Partial derivatives with 
respect to a., b., f , and £. are: 
 ^ 1 1 g J 
1) i £ â,j i, is. ^  load bus 
BP g 9 1-
5r = ^ V<'V 
ÔP o 0 1-
â K-«ïgi( i v  - v ^ + ° V g  
X 
2)  ^_is_ a s puree bus 
ÔP f 
sf -^TT - "Qgi"!) + ^ CQgi'i + 
'  ( I V  " 4 ^  
ê ê 
+ S (B (IE |2 - th^  + G f ) (103) 
J_g  &J J J 6J J 
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3) X i. Z.> X i§. 5 source bus 
BP Gr .f. g g : 
® (|E |2 -
J J 
B .f. 
+ (  ^+ G )f ; j f 1 (104) 
9 Oh 6J 6 
c^j' - 4) 
3. Estimating partial derivatives 
Assume the following conditions; 
»k - 1-0 
fk = ° 
+ :Qk ' V« 
= (1 + jO) (a^  - jb^ ) 
k^ ' fk 
Then estimates can be made for partial derivatives. 
a. Estimates of partial derivatives at a load bus At a load bus 
I-k 
+ S (DR^ j + jDQ^ j)(ej + jfj) (105) 
\ " (^ i^ i " \i^ i^  \^k\ • ^kk^ P 
I-k 
+ IXDBtjGj - DQ^ jfj)] (106) 
k^ \i^ i^  ^  (^ kk^ k \k^ k^  
I-k . J 
(107) 
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I-k J 
(108) 
Similarly 
2 ^^ (^ ki*i \i^ i^  ^  " ^k " ^ \k^ k \k^ k^  
(109) 
After substituting the above expressions in the partial derivatives, 
the results are found for three types of partial derivatives. 
1) k _is a load bus 
a?, 
®k • \k^ k ^  \k^ k ^^ k\k (11°) 
= ^ k + \-k\ ^  Vk (111) 
Ba^  1 \k " ^ kk^ k (112) 
Bb k^ " \k\ • \k^ k ^^ k^ k ' (H^ ) 
k 
" ^k " \k^ k ^  \k^ k (114) 
ôb^  • \k^ k ~ \k^ k (115) 
SQk 
ôa^  k^ ' ^kk^ k " \k^ k ^^ kk^ k (H*) 
" ^k k^k^ k • \k^ k (H^ ) 
^-Wk-^\k\ • (118) 
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aq, 
iïb (11*) 
k 
= - 1 + akk^ k + Vk (12°) 
sb^  ° - 1 + Vk - \k\ 
2) i r k; _i 2^  a load bus 
ôa^  \i^ k " \i^ k 
(121) 
(122) 
= - =kifk - KkiQk (123) 
a^ r^  = :Scifk + *ki4k (124) 
ôb. \i\ • ^ki^ k (12^ ) 
3) j. £ k; j_ a s ource bus 
BP, 
sr = - «^ kj^ k + °Vk • 
.  ^- - «k:\ - °^ jQk (127) 
âîT - ®\j^ k + «îkj\. (12G) 
aq. 
ar = DKkjfk - =«kj«k (129) 
b. Estimates of partial derivatives at a s ource bus Assume for 
any generator bus, j, that 
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Vj = |Ej) + jOj which means 
= IEJI , and 
f. = 0 
] 
Then results are found for three types of partial derivatives. 
1) i, ^  £5 i £ load bus 
(DRgPOE^I) 
ap 
-Q- - (DQ . ) ( lE„i )  Bb^  gi g' 
2) is. Bl s ource bus 
3) 1 i i is a source 
5f°/ - SgjlSj'; : * 1 
ÔP 
The evaluation of may be simplified as follows: 
g 
I = Z d .1. + Y V + S Y„.V. 
g I gi 1 gg g j_g g] J 
= S(BR^ , + JDQgPCa, + ]b.) 
+ Z (G + jB )((|E,|2 - + jf ) 
J-g oJ oJ J J J 
Use of the previous assumption for source bus voltages leads 
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Ig = - DQgibi) + jCBOgiSi + DRg.b.)] 
+ G |E I + jB l E 1 + S Fg .IE.I + jB . ! E.l ] (136) 
SS g gg g gJ J gJ J 
O  
b = E(DQ .a. + DR .b.) + E B . ! E.| + B I E | (137) 
g g^i 1 gi gj J gg g.  
BP 
Q 
b = - , assuming E = I E ! + jO (139) 
g lE^l  g  g 
8P_ Qr 
ôfg jEgl gg g 
If it is assumed that = 0. 
BP. 
- B 1 E I (140) 
= - B 1 E IJ but more accurately (141) gg g 
ÔP 
af ' \ I 
g 
'  ^ " g i  '  " j l  
+ Ggi^ i + (143) 
The component b can be calculated from assumed initial conditions, and 
S 
the computer program described later does this. 
D. Form of the Equations for Analyzing Convergence 
Completing the calculation of the estimates for partial derivatives 
by the methods outlined in Section B, above, leads to Equation 22. 
Completing the calculation of the estimates for partial derivatives 
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by the methods outlined in Section C, above, leads to an equation similar 
to Equation 22 except that some terms in the error vectors will be current 
components instead of voltage components. 
In either case, one can write an equation in the form of 
CU = DU , where (144) 
U is a vector of errors in currents and voltages as applicable. 
Then (145) 
Again, the important condition for convergence is that the spectral 
radius of A, or the magnitude of each eigenvalue of A, must be less than 
one. 
E. Analysis of Convergence When Acceleration is Used 
Let = f^CX^, ^ 2' ' ' i = 1, 2, —, N. The jth equation 
relating errors is 
1 ^ J J • 
ÔY. ,. ÔY. , . 
where is the error in after acceleration after the (n+1) 
iteration, and is the error in X^ which satisfies the equation. 
Let X . be the correct value of X.. In the iteration scheme, X. is Cl 1 ] 
calculated to satisfy the equation for Y^, and 
;(»+!) . (X , + (147) 
J CJ J 
The new value for after acceleration (using a factor Ci) is 
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j,(n+l) = xjn) (148) 
Substituting 
jj(n+l) = X . + (149) 
] cj J 
%(*) = X . + eÇ*) (150) 
J c] J 
3[pi+i) = X . (151) 
J C] ] 
in Equation 148 the result is 
t .  +  = X j  +  e j " )  +  a  [ ( % .  +  -  i t .  +  e j * ) ) ]  
(152) 
= a(ëj''^ ^^ ) + (1 - (%)e(''^  (153) 
= 1 ajn+l) _ 1 (1 _ 2)a(n) (I54) 
Substituting Equation 154 in Equation 146, the result is 
S 5 (5  -  5  -« )  1  
N BY. , . 
+ Z --1 e(a) = 0 
i=j+l ^^ i  ^
(155) 
Let 
BY. 
Pj i  ax .  (156) 
Then one can form the following matrix equation 
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"fll 
a 
0 0 0 
-
0 \(n+l)" ®1 
P21 
fl2 
a  
0 0 0 ®2 
P31 P32 
Pl3 
a .  
0 0 
• 
(n+1) 
3 
P41 P42 P43 
Pl4 
a  
0 /n+1) 
4 
P51 P52 P53 P54 
fl5 
a 
g(:i+l) 
5 
Pll(l-0!) 
a  "P12 "Pl3 •Pl4 •Pl5 (
D 
'
 
0 
P22 (l~0') 
a "P23 -P24 "P25 
ef) 
0 0 
P33(i-a) 
a  'P34 "P35 ®3 
0 0 0 
P44(l-a) 
a "P45 
0 0 0 0 
p55(l-o:) 
a  
• 
(157) 
When the above principles are applied to the admittance matrix 
for a load flow solution, there are more terms changed. Let bus 1 be 
a load bus, and bus 2 be a source bus. Then the C-matrix is changed 
as follows. 
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original C = 
BP. 
BP, 
8e. ôf, ôfr 
BQ^  BQi Bd] 
Be. Bf 1 Bfr 
BP. BP, 
Bf. 
new C = 
i f i  i ! ! i  
a, Be^  p Bf^  
1 sQi 1 
5 
Be, 
BQi 
a Be^  p Bf2 
BPr 1 ^ 2^ 
Bfi Y Bf; 
The D matrix is changed as follows: 
original D = 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
37 
new D -
l-a 
Q: ôe^  p Bf ^ 
1:2 !!i 
a Be, 
ilâ 
P ôf. 
SP] 
Bfr 
Bf, 
1-v ^^ 2 
Y Bfg  
(161) 
Where the acceleration factors are 
a for the real part of a load voltage 
p for the imaginary part of a load voltage 
Y for the imaginary part of a source voltage. 
When the new C and D matrices have been found, the magnitude of the 
largest eigenvalue of the matrix (C ^ D) can be found. 
This analysis is not very suitable for situations where acceleration 
factors change in magnitude or sign during the iteration process. Under 
these conditions there will not be a single A matrix (equal to G D), 
and an equation of the form of Equation 145 cannot be written; one 
cannot say that . 
F. Computer Programs 
Programs were written to test the theories developed. These were 
written in FORTRAN for the IBM 360, Model 50, Computer at the Iowa State 
University Computation Center. These programs were of two general types: 
load flow and determining eigenvalues. 
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1. Load flow program 
This program was written to permit one to solve a load flow problem 
by the method originally suggested by Ward and Hale (6), and to form a 
hybrid matrix as suggested in the report by Hale and Goodrich (14) and 
obtain another solution. 
a. General description Briefly, the program has these features: 
1) Read the number of busses 
2) Read the tolerance allowed in components of voltage 
3) Read the number of iterations permitted 
4) Read elements of the admittance matrix 
5) Read bus voltages or voltage magnitudes, and real and 
reactive power specifications, as appropriate 
6) Read instructions, if any, for changing the matrix 
7) Change the matrix if required 
8) Solve the problem and print results 
9) Read instructions for proceeding (go to (1) for a new 
problem, go to (6) for a solution with another matrix, or 
stop) 
b. Modification for acceleration The program was modified to 
provide an acceleration factor of +1.6 on voltage-corrected load busses. 
It would be quite simple to read the value to be used and to allow 
different factors for the real and imaginary components of voltage. 
Acceleration factors were not applied to source voltages, although 
this feature could be added too. 
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2. Calculating eigenvalues 
A program was written to form the C, D, and A matrices described 
in Sections III-B and III-C. . The Computation Center supplied subroutines 
for finding the eigenvalues. 
a. General description The program has these features: 
1) Read the number of busses 
2) Read elements of the admittance matrix 
• 3) Read bus voltages or voltage magnitudes, and real and 
reactive power specifications, as appropriate 
4) Form C and D matrices for admittance-type solution 
5) Invert C 
- 1  6) Form the A matrix, where A = C D 
7) Find eigenvalues of A, and print results 
8) Form C and D matrices for a hybrid-type solution where 
source busses are voltage-corrected and load busses are 
current-corrected. 
9) Repeat steps (5), (6), and (7) 
b. Modification for acceleration The program was modified 
to provide for acceleration as outlined in Section III-D. The 
modification was made to agree with the modifications made in the load 
flow program» 
c. Storing the hybrid matrix In order to reduce the memory 
requirements for storing the hybrid matrix, the method of Appendix A 
was used. This method starts with an admittance matrix, and forms the 
hybrid matrix elements in the same memory locations. The original 
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designations, G and B, for the admittance data were retained for hybrid 
data. Hence the computer program uses G for G , R , and DR , and 
mn mn mn mn 
B for B 3 X J and DO . 
mn mn mn n^ 
3. Results 
The programs were applied to the 6-bus system used by Ward and 
Hale (6), the 17-bus system of the Hale-Goodrich report (14), and three 
versions of a 3-bus system. Admittance values for the systems used are 
tabulated in Tables 1, 3, 5, 6,.and 7. Specified bus quantities are 
tabulated in Tables 2, 4, and 8. Results of the computations are 
tabulated in Table 9. The hybrid matrix solutions are based on the use 
of voltage-corrected source busses and current-corrected load busses. 
Table 1. Non-zero elements of the driving point and transfer 
admittance matrix of the Ward-Hale 6-bus system 
Element 
P.U. Admittance 
G B 
'11 
1^4 
1^6 
2^2 
2^3 
'25 
3^3 
3^4 
4^4 
4^6 
0.992203 
-0.558269 
•0.433934 
1.021401 
-0.444860 
-0.576541 
0.444860 
0.0 
1.112371 
•0.554102 
-4.375561 
2.581996 
1.827463 
-1.954525 
0.646063 
1.308462 
-8.164860 
8.270677 
•13.975358 
2.324944 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
P.U. Admittance 
Element G B 
Ygg 0.576541 -4.641790 
Y.. 0.0 3.416666 56 
Ygg 0.988036 -7.619402 
Table 2. Specified bus quantities for the 6-bus Ward-Hale System 
Bus Type P Q E E 
1 Swing l.OSO-rjO.O 
2 Source 0.500 1.100 
3 Load -0.550 -0.130 
4 Load 0.0 0.0 
5 Load -0.300 -0.180 
6 Load -0.500 -0.050 
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Table 3, Non-zero elements of the driving point and transfer admittance 
matrix for the 17-bus system in the Hale-Goodrich report 
Element P.U. Admittance 
k - m G B 
1 1 
1 2 
1 16 
1 17 
2 2 
2 3 
2 16 
2 17 
3 3 
3 17 
4 4 
4 12 
4 13 
4 14 
5 5 
5 10 
6 6 
6 8 
6 9 
7 7 
7 8 
7 12 
7 16 
8 8 
9 9 
9 10 
10 10 
10 11 
11 11 
12 12 
12 12 
13 13 
13 14 
14 14 
14 15 
15 15 
15 16 
16 16 
17 17 
5.5007 
-0.9380 
-2.5272 
-2.0355 
6.0273 
-0.557 8 
-3.6001 
-0.9314 
1.6519 
-1.0941 
6.3021 
-4.3255 
-1.0830 
-0.8936 
0.7091 
-0.7091 
8.5300 
-4.8381 
T3.6919 
10.2694 
-4.9457 
-2.3841 
-2.9396 
9.7838 
8.5923 
-4.9004 
6.7418 
-1.1323 
2.2412 
-1.1089 
7.8185 
2.7163 
-1.6333 
11.7246 
-9.1977 
13.9887 
-2.2638 
10.8390 
2.0255 
-18.8101 
3.6663 
8.3232 
6.9510 
-21.6437 
2.1044 
11.8974 
4.0792 
-6.4363 
4.4009 
-23.1400 
14.2921 
4.8883 
4.0324 
-3.1328 
3.1750 
-20.4022 
10.4296 
10.0160 
-32.9684 
16.6466 
7.3429 
9.0449 
-27.0346 
-22.3263 
12.3392 
-19.7460 
4.3109 
-8.6151 
4.3477 
-25.9156 
-12.2315 
7.3782 
-35.3431 
24.0052 
-40.2405 
8.0600 
-35.8248 
-8.4308 
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Table 4. Specified bus quantities for the 17-bus system in the Hale-
Goodrich Report 
Bus Type P Q E E 
1 Swing 
2 Source 0.370 1.010 
3 S ource 0.840 1.053 
4 Source 1.000 0.972 
5 Source 1.000 1.038 
6 S ource -0.580 0.900 
7 Source -0.590 0.930 
8 Load -0.260 -0.280 
9 Load -0.300 -0.140 
10 Load -0.150 -0.080 
11 Load -0.150 -0.090 
12 Load -0.470 -0.280 
13 Load -0.230 -0.230 
14 Load -0.400 -0.240 
15 Load -0.570 -0.260 
16 Load 0.000 0.000 
17 Load -0.310 -0.140 
Table 5. Non-zero elements of the driving point and transfer 
admittance matrix for a 3-bus system 
Element P.U. Admittance 
G B 
Yii 5.0 -3.0 
-2.0 1.0 
-3.0 2.0 
Y22 4.0 -2.0 
Y23 -2.0 1.0 
Y23 5.0 -3.0 
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Table 6. Non-zero elements of the driving point and transfer admittance 
matrix for a 3-bus system with a very large value of admittance 
between busses 2 and 3 (3-L in Table 9) 
P.U. Admittance 
Element G B 
1^1 
1^2 
"13 
Y22 
5.0 
-2.0 
-3.0 
102.0 
-3.0 
1.0 
2.0 
-51.0 
-23 -100.0 50.0 
Y33 103.0 -52.0 
Table 7. Non-zero elements of the driving point and transfer admittance 
matrix for a 3-bus system with series capacitance between 
busses 2 and 3 (3-C in Table 9) 
P.U. Admittance 
Element G 
'11 
^12 
1^3 
2^2 
2^3 
3^3 
5.0 • -3.0 
-2.0 1.0 
-3.0 2.0 
4.0 0.0 
-2.0 -1.0 
5.0 -1.0 
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Table S. Specified bus quantities for all 3-bus systems analyzed 
Bus Type 
1 
2 
3 
Swing 
Load 
Source 
•1.000 
1.000 
1.100 + jO 
•0.500 
1.100 
Table 9. Results of computations for iterations and spectral radii 
System Busses Solution Acceleration p(A)' Iterations 
Ward- 6 
Hale 
6-A 
6-B 
Special 3 
Admittance 
Admittance 
Hybrid 
Admittance 
Hybrid 
Admittance 
Hybrid 
Admittance 
Hybrid 
none 
1.6 on load 
busses 
none -
none 
none 
none 
none 
none 
none 
0.6877 
0.6232 
0.0869 
0.6877 
0.0869 
0.8985 
0.0906 
0.1250 
0.0338 
45 
22 
8 
45 
. 8 
44 
8 
8 
7 
p(A) is the spectral radius of A. 
The designations 6-A and 6-B refer to different sequences of 
iteration of the 6-bus system. 
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Table 9 (Continued) 
System Busses Solution Acceleration p(A)^  Iterations 
3-L Admittance none 0.9300 75+ 
Hybrid none 0.1229 8 
3-C Admittance none 1.0452 75-f 
Hybrid none 0.1086 10 
Goodrich-
Hale 17 Admittance none 0.8745 117^  
Hybrid none 0.6005 24^  
T^rom Hale-Goodrich report (14) for a tolerance of 1.0(10) 
Other values were found for a tolerance of 5.0(10)"^ . 
Three tests were run on the 6-bus system. The second and third 
differed from the first in the order in which busses were considered in 
the iterative process. In each case the ratio of the spectral radius 
(or magnitude of the largest eigenvalue) for the admittance solution to 
the spectral radius for the hybrid solution was greater than seven. The 
corresponding ratio of numbers of iterations for a load flow study 
was greater than five in each case. 
For the first 3-bus system the ratio of the spectral radii was less 
than four and the ratio of numbers of iterations was 8 to 7. 
The second 3-bus system had one line with a very low impedance. 
Such situations have been known to result in very slow convergence, or 
divergence, with the admittance matrix solution for a load flow study. 
The low admittance line was chosen to make elements of the D-matrix 
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large. As a consequence, terms in the A-matrix (C D) could be large. 
As explained by Varga (19) an upper bound for the spectral radius of a 
matrix is the lesser of the largest row-sum or largest column-sum of 
magnitudes of elements of the matrix. Hence the larger the terms the 
larger will be the upper bound. Although a lower bound would give more 
useful information, one fears that a larger upper bound means a larger 
spectral radius. In this case, the spectral radius for the admittance 
solution was 0.93, and one would expect very slow convergence. The 
iterations were stopped by the program after 75 iterations and values 
appeared to be diverging. This would indicate that the correct spectral 
radius is greater than one. The solution converged easily by the hybrid 
method. 
The third 3-bus system had a line with net series capacitance. 
Such a situation has also resulted in very slow convergence, or diver­
gence, with the admittance matrix solution.. The upper bound criteria 
discussed in the preceding paragraph is not helpful because one can 
change a sign without changing a magnitude. When one recalls that 
changing the sign of an element will change some signs of a polynomial 
to be solved for eigenvalues (which are roots), one might fear that the 
answers would be quite different. In fact, the spectral radius computed 
was greater than one, the solution had not converged in 75 iterations, 
and gave every appearance of diverging. Again the hybrid method of 
solution converged easily. 
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For the 17-bus system, the ratio of spectral radii was close to 
1.5, and the ratio of iterations was about 5. Again the larger the 
spectral radius the larger was the number of iterations. 
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IV. FORMING AND ALTERING THE HYBRID MATRIX 
The elements of an admittance matrix or a hybrid matrix used for 
load flow studies are formed from impedance or admittance data for 
individual system components: lines, transformers, capacitors, and 
reactors. 
Forming the admittance matrix, Y, is very simple. The element 
Yj^ j is simply the negative of the sum of the admittances of the components 
connecting busses i and j. The element Y^  ^is the sum of the admittances 
of all components connected to bus k. 
Changing a single component will change four matrix elements at 
most: two diagonal elements and two off-diagonal elements. Changing a 
shunt admittance will change only one diagonal element in Y. 
It will be seen that forming and altering the hybrid matrix is a 
considerably more complex process. Methods for forming and altering 
such a matrix will be developed next. 
A. Forming the Hybrid Matrix from the Admittance Matrix 
A method for forming a hybrid matrix from a known admittance matrix 
is developed in Appendix A. 
B. Altering the Hybrid Matrix 
When one component of a system is changed, there is a possibility 
that every element of the hybrid matrix will be changed. This can be 
seen from the method for forming a hybrid matrix outlined in Appendix A. 
An admittance matrix has a large number of zero elements while the 
hybrid matrix has few or none. To conserve computer memory requirements. 
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one would probably retain only hybrid matrix data in memory. If one 
component of the system is changed, one could consider the problem as a 
completely new problem and go through all of the steps to form the new 
hybrid. However, it appears that it would be desirable to form the new 
hybrid matrix by using the hybrid matrix one already has together with 
information about the new component, and methods for altering a hybrid 
matrix arid for adding new terminals without "starting over" will now be 
developed. 
It should be noted that the effect of removing a component can be 
handled by adding a component whose admittance terms are of opposite 
sign in parallel with the original component. 
1. Definitions 
The following terms are defined for the general network shown in 
Figure 2. 
i^  is an original current into the network at node k 
i' is a new current into the network at node k k 
e^  is the voltage from node k to ground or reference 
A is a known vector of voltages, currents, or combination of 
voltages and currents 
 ^is a vector of voltages, currents, or combination' of 
voltages and currents, which is to be computed 
H is a hybrid matrix 
These definitions lead to the equation 
t = m (162) 
When a new component is connected to bus k, a^ is either a voltage 
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New connection 
Figure 2. A general network showing quantities at node k 
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or a current. The development of a new hybrid matrix, H', must reflect 
the types of elements in A. 
2. Connecting an impedance, z_, from bus n W ground 
The connection is shown in Figure 3. Two possibilities must be 
considered. 
a. a is a voltage This means that 
—n  ^
a = e , and (163) 
n n' 
b = i (164) 
n n 
From the original conditions one can write 
\ ° + \2^2 + • • • + + ' '  
The current i^  on which the original hybrid matrix was based can 
be related to the new conditions by 
In = - ig (166) 
ig = Cn/: . (167) 
Substituting the latter two equations into Equation 165 leads to 
i' = h .a^  + h „a„ + ••• + (y + l/z)e + ••• ' (168) 
T1 Tlx JL HZ Z tin. 
In the original Equation 165, h = y 
;  ^ nn •'nn 
In the new Equation 168, only one element has changed, namely 
h' = h + 1/z (169) 
nn nn 
b. a is a current This means that 
. —n 
a = i , and (170) 
n n 
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Figure 3. A network with a new shunt impedance connected to node n 
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The original conditions can be represented by the following matrix 
equation: 
1 
r—
1 
1 
\l • • • h. In 
1 
1^ 
e 
n \l • • • z • nn • • h nu - i n 
b 
u \l ' . • h • un • • h uu a u 
(172) 
At bus n the following conditions hold: 
1  = 1  -  1  
n n g 
®n 
0 = - e + zi 
n g 
(173) 
(174) 
(175) 
The current i^  can be added as a new element in a, requiring the 
addition of a new column to matrix H. 
Equation 175 can be represented by adding a new row to matrix H, 
and the zero becomes a new term in b. 
The final result is 
b,l hll bin hlu j -bin 
n 
u 
nl • • z • • nn 
ul h un 
I • 
h I -2 
nu I nn 
I An 
• — —r — — 
-h 
nl •z • • • -h, I z+z nn kn j nn 
n 
u 
g 
(176) 
The current i^  is an internal current, and can be eliminated by the 
Kron Reduction as outlined in Appendix C. 
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Let represent an element of the new hybrid matrix. The reduction 
leads to a new general term: 
"ij • "ij - (177) 
It can be seen that there is a possibility that every term of the 
hybrid matrix will be changed by the connection of a component from bus 
n to ground when a^  is considered as a current. 
There is a special case in which there are no other elements connected 
to bus n. In this case the only new non-zero term is h^  ^and it is simply 
equal to z. 
3. Connecting an impedance, _z, from an existing node n t^  a new node £ 
The connection is shown in Figure 4. Four possibilities must be 
considered. 
a. a and a are voltages Before connecting the impedance z, 
— —p — 
one could write 
n n 
(178) 
After connecting the impedance z, the following relations must hold: 
(179) 
(180) 
(181) 
/ 
(182) 
i = i ' + i 
n n t 
S = 
= in + • V 
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Figure 4. A network with an impedance connected between an existing 
node n and a new node p 
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From Equation 178 one can write 
\ ' hnl*l + Vi. + (183) 
Substituting Equation 182 in Equation 183 leads to 
i'=h.,aT + ••• +(y +l/z)e + ••• -e/z (184) 
n nl 1 -^^ nn ' n p 
The conditions imposed by Equations 178, 181, and 184 can-be combined 
in one matrix equation, where the new matrix H' has one more row and 
column than the original matrix,H, 
n^ . 
I 
0 
0 
"nl 
0 . . 
(y +l/z) 1 (-1/z) 
nn 
0 (-1/z) J 1/z 
a. 
1 
e 
* n 
• 
e 
P _ 
(185) 
The original H matrix beccmes the upper left portion of the new 
matrix except for one term 
h' = y + 1/z = h + 1/z 
nn •'nn nn 
(186) 
Elements in the additional row and column are all zero except that: 
(187) 
(188) 
(189) 
h = y = 1/z 
PP PP 
h = y = -1/z 
np •'np 
h = y = -1/z 
pn "^ pn 
b. and a^  are currents The following equation holds before 
the addition of the impedance z. 
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(190) 
n nn n 
From this equation one arrives at an equation for e 
n 
e  = h , a ,  + « ' * + z  i  +  
n nl 1 nn n (191) 
At node n 
(192) 
Substituting this last equation into Equation 191 results in 
+ • • • • + +  V  +  • • •  
The voltage at node p is related to that at node n by 
e = e + zi 
p n p 
(193) 
(194) 
The conditions imposed by Equations 190, 193, and 194 can be combined 
into one matrix equation. The new hybrid matrix, H', has one' more row 
and column that the original hybrid matrix, H. 
n 
\i 'In I I^t^  
I • 
I 
nl nn nn 
nl nn z +z nn 
n 
(195) 
The upper left portion of the new matrix is exactly like the original 
matrix. Elements in the new row and column have the values shown and are 
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easily obtained. 
c. a is a voltage and a is a current This means that 
a = e 
n n 
a =1 
P P 
(196) 
(197) 
Before connecting the element z, one can write 
• 
r 
1^ 
i 
n 
= 
"nl-- • 5'nn • ' 
0 
e 
n 
(198) 
• • 
After connecting the element z, the following equations must be 
satisfied 
i" = i' + i 
n n r 
(199) 
(200) 
(201) 
Equations 198, 200, and 201 are satisfied by a new matrix equation: 
i ' = i - i 
n n p 
e = e + zi 
p n p 
• • • • 
o
 o
 o
 1 
• 
i ' 
n n^l * • n^n • ' 1 
. 1 0 
• 
e 
n 
e 0 0 0 1 0 J z i 
P 1 _ P 
(202) 
Again the upper left portion of the new matrix, h', is exactly like 
the original hybrid matrix, H. The terms in the new row and column are 
as shown and are easily obtained. 
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d. a is a current and a is a voltage The new hybrid matrix can 
be obtained by forming a new matrix for the case where a^  and a^  are 
currents as described in Paragraph b, above, and next applying the method 
of Appendix A to interchange a^  and b^ . The results are: 
i p; j # p: hf. .  h_ - h.phpj/(V + =) 
i - p; j it p: hpj = H - + %) 
i  î® p; J = p: + z) 
1 = p; j = P: hp, = 
(203) 
(204) 
(205) 
(206) 
Here a term h refers to an element of the hybrid matrix formed for 
em 
the case where a and a are currents. 
n p 
4. Connecting an impedance, between two nodes k and n 
The connections are shown in Figure 5. Three possibilities must 
be considered. 
a. a, and a are voltages 
—k n °— 
is described by the matrix equation 
The network, in terms of e, and e , 
• k n 
n 
\l ^k2 'kk 
'nk 
'kn 
nn 
1^ 
2^ 
e k^ 
. 
e 
n 
_ • . 
(207) 
The following equations can be obtained from the above matrix 
equation 
1^. = + \2^2 +*••'+ + ••• + y^^e^ + •• kk k kn n (208) 
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Figure 5. A network with an impedance connected between two existing 
nodes k and n 
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+ ynk=k + + ynn=n + (209) 
The new impedance z can be made part of the network by the following 
steps 
is = (*n - Gk)/= 
Ik = ik - is = ik - (Gn - =k)/: 
in = \ + is = in + - =k)/= 
(210) 
(211) 
(212) 
k^ \l^ l k^2*2 + (y^ k + 1/=)^ % + 
+ - l/z)e^  + 
in - ^nl^ l + \2 + r (Tnk - 1/:)*! 
+ + i/z)ea (213) 
It can be seen that the new hybrid matrix will differ from the 
original in only four terms : 
' ^kk + 1/: - \k + 
("kn • ^kn • - \n " 
'^nk - ^ nk • ' "nk " 
Kn " ^nn + " \n + 
(214) 
(215) 
(216) 
(217) 
The new hybrid matrix equation becomes 
-k 
i ' 
n 
k^l k^2 
\l n^2 
\k 
n^k 
• 
"kn • ^k 
. 
e 
. 
h ' e 
nn n 
(218) 
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b. a, and a are currents 
—k n 
matrix equation 
The network is described by the 
n 
kl * 'kk 
' 2 
nk 
'kn 
nn 
\ 
# 
i 
n 
The following equations follow from Equation 219. 
®k \l^ l 
®n = \l^ l + 
+ ^kk^ k + 
+ 'ak^ k + 
Z 1 T-kn n 
+ z i + 
nn n 
The new impedance z can be made part of the network by the 
following steps: 
k^ k^ 
i = i ' - i 
n n s 
0 = e, - e + zi 
k n s 
(219) 
(220) 
(221) 
(222) 
(223) 
(224) 
(225) 
Equations 222, 223, 225, and 219 can be combined into one matrix equation 
n 
'kl 
nl 
kk 
n^k 
\^k"\k^  
k^k'^ kn 
n^k ^ nn 
' he 
• 
^k 
• 
i 
J s 
(226) 
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whera + % 
Equation 226 involves an internal current, i . Current i can be 
s s 
eliminated and a new hybrid matrix can be formed by applying the Kron 
Reduction (outlined in Appendix C). 
c. a, is a voltage and a is a current The network is described 
by the matrix equation 
n 
kl 
nl 
'kk 
nk 
kn 
nn 
"V 
^k (227) 
i -
n 
The following equations can be written from Equation 227. 
" hkl*l + • • • + Wk + • • • + <'kn\ + • • • 
% ' + ••• + ''nk^ k + ••• + Wn + ••• 
The relations for the connection of the impedance z are 
k^ = ik + is " 1% + K - Gz)/= 
0 = e - e, - zi 
n k s 
(228) 
(229) 
(230) 
(231) 
(232) 
Substituting Equations 230 and 231 into Equations 228 and 229 gives 
ik + 1$ - \l^ l' + " ' + Wk + • • • k^n'^ n • (233 
k^ = hkl*! + ••• + Wk + ••• + "^ kn^ n ' «kn + 
- "nl^ l + + "^ nk^ k + •  • •  +  z  i  ~ z  i "  +  «*  nn n nn s 
(234) 
(235) 
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The above equations can be represented by a new hybrid matrix 
equation 
n 
kl 
nl 
nl 
'kk 
nk 
kn 
nn 
nn 
In 
-Wkn+l) 
-z 
nn 
-Z-z 
nn 
. / 1 
n 
(236) 
This matrix equation contains the internal current, i^ . Current 
i^  can be eliminated, and a new hybrid matrix can be formed by applying 
the Kron Reduction. 
A special case can be considered where nodes k and n are connected 
only to the impedance, Z, as shown in Figure 6. 
These equations hold 
(237) 
(238) 
"•k " \ 
• • • - — « 
i. 1
—
1 1 o 
k k 
e 1 z i 
n n 
— • —' - _ 
(239) 
C. Forming the Hybrid Matrix Step-by-Step 
When the impedances of all components are known, the hybrid matrix 
can be formed step-by-step without forming an admittance matrix first. 
Suppose that an N x N hybrid matrix is to be formed. First create 
an N x N matrix all of whose elements are zero. 
Then read the impedance of a component and the terminals to which 
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Figure 6. A network with an impedance connected between two new nodes k 
and n 
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the component is connected. Consider this as a problem of altering an. 
existing hybrid matrix, and apply the proper procedure from Section IV-B, 
above. 
Read the impedance of another component, and alter the matrix again 
using procedures from Section IV-B. 
Continue reading impedances and altering the matrix until all 
components have been considered. The final matrix is the desired matrix. 
There is one limitation on the order of considering impedances. A 
single impedance which is connected to nothing else can be described by 
an admittance matrix equation, but cannot be described by an impedance 
matrix equation. Therefore, if two nodes i and j are to be connected by 
an impedance z, and if a^  and a^  are both currents as in Paragraph 3-b 
of Section IV-B above, either or both of nodes i and j must have been 
used previously. 
A flow chart for a computer program to build the hybrid matrix 
step-by-step is given in Appendix B. 
D. Transformers with Off-Nominal Turn Ratios 
Many power system transformers have provisions for automatically 
changing taps under load. Because such transformers are widely used, 
it appears worthwhile to give the problem of taps special consideration. 
Two methods for handling transformers will be considered. 
1. The pi equivalent circuit 
A transformer with off-nominal turn ratio can be approximated by 
a circuit consisting of an ideal transformer and series impedance as 
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shown in Figure 7. 
It can be shown quite easily that the transformer circuit of 
Figure 7 can be represented by the equivalent pi circuit of Figure 8. 
In Figure 8, 
2j = I (240) 
Z3 = (242) 
Suppose that j and k are two terminals of a general network, and 
that a hybrid matrix has been formed for the general network without the 
transformer. 
Connecting the transformer is equivalent to connecting three 
impedances to an existing network: 
1) an impedance between terminals j and k 
2) a shunt impedance f^ om terminal j to neutral 
3) a shunt impedance Z^  from terminal k to neutral 
The hybrid matrix can be changed to provide for the transformer 
by methods previously developed. 
If the turn ratio is changed from n to a new value n', a new hybrid 
matrix should result. Let Z^ , Z^ , and Z^  be the new values of Z^ , Z^ , 
and Z^ j respectively. 
Then one can compute the values of impedances which should be 
connected in parallel with the original impedances to provide the 
desired values. For example, let Z^  be an impedance such that the 
equivalent impedance of Z^  and Z^  in parallel is Z^ . 
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I. 
J 
J _j-
Z 
WW 
+ 
X—O k 
V: 
n -O n 
Figure 7. Equivalent circuit for a transformer 
j O 
n O-^  
AAAA O k 
O n 
Figure 8. Pi equivalent for a transformer 
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Z^ Z 
/ = z/ (243) 
= 1 + =1 
The only unknown is Z^, and this can be found from 
zJ(Zi - Zp = Z^ Z^  (244) 
" 2^ Z^ /(Z^  - Z^ ) (245) 
Impedances Z^ and Z^ can be similarly defined and computed. 
After the new hybrid is formed, values of Z^, Z^, and Z^ should 
be retained along with Z. In the event another turn ratio n'' is used, 
procedures similar to the above procedures are used where 
= last calculated value of Z^ 
Z2 = last calculated value of Z^ 
Zg = last calculated value of Z^ 
For the case where n is 1.0, there are three situations to be 
considered. 
First, if n is 1.0 and one is considering a transformer for the 
first time, the transformer should be considered as a series impedance, 
Z, to be connected between terminals j and k. 
A second situation arises when a transformer with a tap ratio of 
1.0 is to have its taps changed to a value n' which is not 1.0. From 
Equations 240 and 245 one can write 
4 = (246) 
From Equations 241 and 242 one gets 
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^2 -
4 = rfr 
Finally, a third situation is that in which a transformer is 
initially connected with a turn ratio not equal to 1.0. When the turn 
ratio is changed to 1.0, the new shunt impedances would be infinite. 
Then one would use 
= ZZ^ /(Z^  - Z) (249) 
Zg = - Zg (250) 
Z3 = - Z3 (251) 
2. Cons idering the ideal transformer by itself 
Attention can be focused on the ideal transformer by considering 
the equivalent impedance of the transformer to be part of the network. 
Then only an ideal transformer is connected to the two terminals. 
A transformer can be approximated by an impedance, Z, in series 
with an ideal transformer as shown in Figure 9. 
Inasmuch as Z is being considered part of the network, terminals p 
and q are to be considered. The terminal q is a fictitious terminal 
because it does not exist physically. The terminal p is a real terminal 
to which other lines may be connected. 
In general network, with the ideal transformer connected, is of the 
form shown in Figure 10. 
Suppose that H is a matrix describing the general network. Let 
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Figure 9. Equivalent circuit for a transformer 
i' 
y\. 
i 
n 
1 
Figure 10. A network which contains a transformer impedance internally 
and an ideal transformer externally 
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the vectors A and B represent currents and voltages at all nodes except 
nodes p and q. Then 
B A 
e = H i (252) 
P P 
e i q q 
or 
B Bz 3% 
4^ p^p p^q 
5^ q^p q^q 
(253) 
Since q is really non-existent, it is desirable that i and e be 
q q 
eliminated from Equation 253. The following relations for ideal trans­
formers are needed. 
ni + i' = 0, or-
q p 
i = - i'/n 
e = ne , or q P 
% -
From Equation 253 one can write 
e = H/A + z i + z i 
p 4 pp p pq q 
e = HcA + z + z i 
q 5 qp qq q 
Substituting Equation 257 into Equation 259 gives 
(254) 
(255) 
(256) 
(257) 
(258) 
(259) 
®p = Gq/n = (H^ /n)A + (Zqp/n)ip + (Zqq/n)iq (260) 
Subtracting Equation 260 from Equation 258 gives 
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0 - (H^  - H;/n)A + (Zpp - :qp/n)ip + (261) 
0 . (nH^  - H;)A + (nzpp - 2^ p)ip 4- (nSp^  - (262) 
In matrix form one can now write 
B H, 
H, 
Ho H. 
PP pq 
(nH^ -Hj) (nZpp-Zqp) q) 
At node p 
i = i ' + i 
P P P 
Substituting from Equation 254 gives 
(263) 
(264) 
i = - ni + i 
P Q P 
Then Equation 263 can be written as 
(265) 
rvk -I 
B «1 .«2 
e H. z 
P 4 pp 
0 (nH^ -Hg) (":pp-:pq) 
(Hg-nH^ ) 
(:pq-*:pp) 
H 
P (266) 
where 
H  =  n z  - z  -  n  z  -  z  q pq qq PP qp (267) 
When the Kron reduction is applied to Equation 266, the results are 
B 1^1 1^2 
2^1 ®22 
A 1 P 
(268) 
where 
1^1 = - (% - nH^ ) (nH^  - H^ )/Hq (269) 
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h2 = - (H3 - BHpCnZpp - (270) 
«21 = H4 - <%, - a:pp) ("«4 - "5)% <"1) 
^^2 - %p - Sq • " " V'^ q 
= %p + (:pq - %:pp)'/Hq (273) 
One obvious problem with this approach is that the factor, n, is 
submerged in the elements of the hybrid matrix in such a way that one 
cannot compute the value of an element for a new value of n without a 
great deal of additional data. The computer storage requirements for 
this additional data severely limits its use. 
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V. FAULT CALCUIATIONS USING HYBRID PARAMETER MATRICES 
Hybrid matrices can be used to calculate terminal voltages and 
currents under fault conditions. For a symmetrical three-phase fault, 
terminal voltages and currents can be found by a single matrix multi­
plication. For a single line-to-ground fault, two, or three, matrices 
are needed and the solution is more involved. 
A. Symmetrical Three-Phase Faults 
In Figure 11, and E^  represent internal generated voltages in 
general; and represent generator reactances; k designates the 
faulted bus; and m and n represent load busses in general. 
If one has a hybrid matrix for a load flow study, this matrix will 
not include the generator reactances and fictitious internal generator 
terminals. Methods for changing a matrix to include new elements have 
been described previously in Section IV-B. 
The hybrid matrix can, of course, be formed from an admittance 
matrix which includes the generator reactances and fictitious internal 
generator terminals, or it can be formed step-by-step.• 
It is assumed that there are no loads connected to the load busses. 
Then one can write 
B = HA, -where (274) 
H is a hybrid matrix formed on the basis that 
1) The vector A contains voltages for the fictitious generator 
terminals and the faulted bus 
2) The vector A contains currents for all other busses. 
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X Fault 
Figure 11. Network for symmetrical 3-phase fault 
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Oft 
A is a vector of known bus conditions whose values are 
1) 0 for the voltage of the faulted bus 
2) The complex internal voltages of the generators which need 
not be equal nor in phase for internal generator terminals 
3) 0 for the currents entering all other busses. 
B is a vector of calculated bus conditions, and includes 
1) The fault current entering the faulted bus 
2) The generator currents 
3) The voltages at all other busses 
A different hybrid matrix is required for every fault'location. 
Simultaneous faults can be handled by forming the appropriate 
hybrid matrix; that is, all faulted busses are to be voltage corrected 
type. 
If the fault is of the form having an impedance Z from each line 
to neutral. Equation 274 can be modified. Specifically, 
N 
f^ " .^ T^ fi^ i f^f®f (275) 
1=1 
i#f 
Here e^  is not zero because of the impedance Z^ . Because the positive 
convention for current.is into the network, e^  is given by 
Gg = - igZ (276) 
The summation term in Equation 275 is the fault current when Z is 
zero; designate this current by i^ g• Substituting into Equation 275 
results in 
If = f^f 
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If(1 + hffZ) ys (278) 
If - (i3g)/(l + bffZ) (279) 
B. Single Line-To-Ground Faults 
Subscripts used 
1 - positive sequence 
2 - negative sequence 
0 - zero sequence 
The positive sequence network will be the same as that used for the 
symmetrical three-phase fault. 
The negative sequence network differs from the positive sequence 
network in two respects: 
1) All of the generated voltages are zero. 
2) Generator reactances should be negative sequence reactances, 
but positive sequence values are often used; this allows the 
use of the same hybrid matrix as used for the positive 
sequence network. 
The zero-sequence network is, in general, different from the 
positive sequence network. The hybrid matrix must be formed independently. 
The interconnection of sequence networks for a line-to-ground fault 
is shown in Figure 12. The three sequence currents are equal. 
In the positive sequence network, i^  is found from the equation 
(280) 
Specifically, for row f 
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Positive 
Sequence 
Negative 
Figure 12, Sequence network connections for a single-line-to-ground 
fault 
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(281) 
1=1 1 
iff 
Using the definition of i^  ^given previously leads to 
f^ 3^s I^ff^ lf (282) 
In Figure 12, 
a^  ^= E^ , and (283) 
Xf = igg + (284) 
Similarly 
if = ^ 2f^2 '  (285) 
4 ° •'off^ o (2S6) 
Ej^  + + Eq = 0 (287) 
Substituting from Equations 284, 285, and 286 yields 
(if-itg) if if 
 ^ + rr^  + T-^  = 0 . (288) 
I^ff 2^ff O^ff 
if (r  ^ (289) 
 ^ I^ff G^ ff *Off *lff 
Equation 289 can be solved for ig, and the values of E^ ,^ E2, and Eg 
can be calculated from Equations 284, 285, and 286. One can write 
(290) 
(291) 
Substituting values of E^ , E2, and Eq into Equations 280, 290, 
and 291, respectively, will lead to all unknown sequence voltages and 
currents. 
2^ 
-A. 
Bo 
" ^0^ 0 
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C. Problems in Fault Calculations 
The hybrid matrix submerges a great amount of useful information. 
Although the methods derived are interesting methods for finding bus 
quantities, particularly for symmetrical three-phase faults, finding line 
flows is not simple because line impedances or admittances are not 
available. 
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VI. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this investigation will be reviewed in terms of the 
rate of convergence of a load flow study and its relationship to the 
eigenvalues computed, problems of altering and forming hybrid matrices, 
the use of hybrid matrices for fault studies, and some general observa­
tions on the use of a hybrid matrix. 
A. Convergence and Eigenvalues 
The assumptions made in forming the partial derivatives used in 
creating matrix A were often far from correct but one might draw several 
conclusions from the results: 
1) For a given network, the solution with the larger spectral 
radius had the larger number of iterations. 
2) The failure of admittance matrix methods for systems with series 
capacitance or low impedance lines is not surprising. 
3) Problems with a calculated spectral radius of one, or almost 
one, will probably not converge. 
4) There is only a qualitative relationship between spectral radii 
and rates of convergence. 
5) Perhaps study should be given to improving the assumptions used 
in obtaining numerical estimates for the partial derivatives. 
For example, load voltages could be estimated to be 1.0 - jO.l. 
B. Problems in Altering and Forming a Hybrid Matrix 
In symbolic terms it makes no difference in what order one forms or 
modifies a hybrid matrix. In terms of computer implementation there is 
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a difference because of the accumulation of errors. The problem of 
minimizing errors was not investigated specifically, however, the results 
of a trial load flow study were interesting. 
The trial study was made on the 6-bus system with an allowable 
tolerance of 5(10) ^  in voltage components, and the program allowed a 
maximum of 75 iterations. The major steps were 
1) An admittance matrix solution was attempted, but a solution 
was not obtained in 75 iterations. 
2) Nine hybrid matrices were formed successively, and solutions 
were obtained. 
3) The last hybrid matrix was modified to form a matrix which 
should be like the original, and the solution converged in 
56 iterations. 
The final matrix was not the original matrix because of the 
accumulation of errors; the differences were to be found in the fifth 
and sixth places beyond the decimal. It appears that the admittance 
solution is very sensitive to small changes in parameters. 
Forming or altering a hybrid matrix often involves divisions. 
There is probably merit in selecting a sequence such that one divides by 
successively smaller numbers. 
C. In Fault Studies 
The hybrid matrix solution of a 3-phase fault is very interesting, 
but the method suffers several disadvantages: 
1) A different hybrid matrix is needed for each fault point. 
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2) The elements of the hybrid matrix conceal information, and this 
makes calculation of individual line currents difficult. 
The single-line-to-ground fault is still more complex, and a hybrid 
matrix fault solution doesn't appear promising. 
D. General Observations 
Experience has indicated that hybrid matrix load flow solutions 
converge more rapidly than admittance matrix solutions without accelera­
tion. This advantage is offset by several factors. 
1) The usual admittance matrix solution employs acceleration and 
removes some of the time advantage. 
2) Forming the hybrid matrix takes more time than forming an 
admittance matrix, and overall times are probably greater. 
3) Whereas the admittance matrix solution uses a matrix with a 
large number of zeros which are not stored, the hybrid matrix 
will have few and possibly no zero terms and computer memory 
requirements are much greater. 
There is a class of problem for which admittance matrix methods 
will not work, and one should remember that the hybrid matrix offers 
a possible solution. 
The hybrid matrix has many interesting features which can be useful 
in special problems. 
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IX. APPENDIX A, 
FORMING A HYBRID MATRIX FROM AN ADMITTANCE MATRIX 
Consider a vector I which is equal to the product of a matrix Y 
multiplied by a vector E. That is 
I = YE (292) 
Suppose that I, and E have N elements, and that Y is, therefore, an 
N X N matrix. The above equation can be written in more detail as 
h Yll • • 
1 
1 
1 
1 
?l,i+l ' • * I^N ®1 
I. yi-1,1 • • 1 i^-l,i-lj 1 1 yi-i,i+i • • ' yi-i,N ®i-l 
= 
i^i • ' * yi,i-i 1 
lii J 
fi+i.i1 
1 
yi,i+i • • i^,N =i 
i^+1 i^+l,! • • i^+l,i-l| yl%i,%i i^+l,N i^+1 
I. ?N1- ' ' 1 
* 1 
1 
%i 1 %,i+i • • N^N 
®N 
(293) 
The divisions in the expanded version can be named as shown below: 
1^ ?13" 
— -
1^ 
= 
2^1 i^i 2^3 i^ 
1 » 
3^1 3^2 3^3 4 
Is it possible to find a matrix H, with nine submatrices, such that 
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one can interchange i^  and e^ ? If this interchange is possible, one 
can write 
1 1 
'«11 «12 «13 
r
-
•
 
i^ 
= 
«21 \i «23 
/3_ «31 «32 «33 /3_ 
(295) 
An equation for i^  can be obtained from Equation 294 
i^ 2^1^ 1 i^i^ i + ^ 23^ 3 
'i " (^ ii ^ 2p ^ 1 i^i ^ i ~ ^^ ii ^ 23^ 3^ 
(296) 
(297) 
If is non-zero, can be formed, and e^  can be evaluated. 
(Note that could be a square matrix; then and e^  would be vectors 
of more than one element.) 
The corresponding terms of Equation 295 are 
«21 " " y"î li "21 
«22 = yîi 
H, 23 = - yli ^ 23 
(298) 
(299) 
(300) 
From Equation 294 
1^ 1^1^ 1 1^2®i 1^3^ 3 (301) 
Using the value of e^  ^ from Equation 297 in Equation 301 leads to 
1^ " ^11^ 1 " ^ 12^ ii ^ 21^ 1 1^2yii ^ i 
- 1  
1^2yii ^ 23^ 3 1^3^ 3 (302) 
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(^ 11 " ^ 12 2^p 1^2 
"'" (^13 " ^12 ^ii ^23)^3 
When is a single element (a 1 x 1 matrix), the above equations 
lead to the following relations between the elements of H and the elements 
of Y. Again, i is the row in which elements of I and E are to be inter­
changed . 
bii = l/fii (304) 
where j f i (305) 
h.. = +y../y.., where j i (306) 
J l  J X  X X  
j^k ^  ^ jk " ^ ji ^ ik^ i^i' j f i and k f i (307) 
When E represents a voltage vector and I represents a current 
vector, the elements of matrix Y are admittances. 
The matrix H of Equation 295 is called a hybrid matrix because all 
of its elements are not of the same type. It can be seen that thç 
elements of the submatrices of H in Equation 295 are of three types. 
1) The elements of 1^3» ^ 31' 3^3 admittances. 
2) The elements of 2^V ^ 23, and ratios. 
3) The element h.. is an impedance. 
r 
The process described by Equations 304 through 307 can be applied 
successively to any number of rows. As more rows are involved, the 
numbers of elements which are ratios and impedances increase; the number 
of admittances decreases. If the process is applied to all rows, all 
of the elements of the resultant matrix are impedances. If Y is 
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singular, the process cannot be applied to all rows. In an electrical 
network, an admittance matrix Y will be singular if there are no shunt 
impedances to neutral. 
The elements of Y are generally complex numbers, and can be stored 
in a computer in two separate matrices: G for real components, and B 
for imaginary components. 
If the original G and B matrices will not be needed, the components 
of the hybrid matrix can be formed in the same computer memory locations 
as used for G and B initially. This will save computer memory, and chis 
idea is used in the derivation below. 
Equations 304 through 307 can be modified to compute the real and 
imaginary components by the following process. 
(308) 
\i (ëii • j^ ii)/D (309) 
where 
(310) 
Let a prime designate a new value. Then, 
(311) 
(312) 
Let 
R = gii/D (313) 
(314) 
1/y.. = R + jX (315) 
Let 
Then 
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= - y^ j/y^ i = - (g^ j + jb _) (R + jX) (316) 
= -  g^.R + biiX (317) ij ij ij 
= - b^ jR - SijX (318) 
 ^(8ji + jbj^ ) (R + jX) (319) 
®ji ° Gji* " (320) 
Si " ^ji^  8ji% (321) 
kjk = yjfc - ^ ji^ ik/s'u • (322) 
= (8jl + jtjl) (Sik + j^ 'lk) (523) 
 ^= SjiSik - tjibi »24) 
SB = bj-g.^  + Sj.b.k (325) 
j^i^ ik = AA + jBB _ (326) 
hj^  = (gjk + jbjP - (AA + jBB) (R + jX) " (327) 
g.'j^  = g.j^  - (AA)R + (BB)X (328) 
bjk = bjk - (BB)R - (AA)X (329) 
Equations 311, 312, 317, 318, 320, 321, 328, and 329 are the 
expressions needed. 
The following FORTRAN language statements can be inserted in a 
FORTRAN program to interchange e^  and i^  in Equation 294. Note that I 
is used in lieu of i in the program. It is assumed that matrices G and 
B, of dimensions N x N, are already in memory. 
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DEN = G(I,I)*G(I,I)+B(I,I)*B(I,I) 
R = G(I,I)/DEN 
X = -B(I,I)/DEN 
G(I,I) = R 
B(I,I) = X 
DO 35 K = 1,N 
IF(K-I) 25,35,25 
25 DO 35 L = 1,N 
IF(L-I) 26,35,26 
AA = G(K,I)*G(I,L)-B(K,I)*B(I,L) 
BB = B(K,I)*G(I,L).+B(I,L)*G(K,I) 
G(K,L) = G(K,L) - AA*R+BB*X 
B(K,L) = B(K,L) - AA*X-BB*R 
35 CONTINUE 
DO 40 L = 1,N 
IF(I-L) 36,40,36 
36 BIL = B(I,L) 
B(I,L) = -BIL*R-G(I,L)*X 
G(I,L) = -G(I,L)*R+BIL*X 
BLI = B(L,I) 
B(L,I) = BLI+R4G(L,I)*X 
G(L,I) = G(L,I)*R-BLI*X 
40 CONTINUE 
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X. APPENDIX B, 
FORMING A. HYBRID MATRIX STEP-BY-STEP FROM COMPONENT IMPEDANCE DATA 
A computer program was written to form a hybrid matrix step-by-
step using the principles developed in part IV-B. 
The flow chart is shown in Figure 13. In the flow chart, a symbol 
marked PROC means that the procedure developed in the appropriate 
paragraph of Section IV-B is to be followed. 
The following terms are used in the flow chart. 
N = number of busses 
IU(I) = 0 if bus I has not been used previously 
IU(I) = 1 if bus I has been used previously 
IT(K) = 0 if a^  is a current 
IT(K) = 1 if a^  is a voltage 
I and J — bus numbers 
R — resistance in p.u. 
X — reactance in p.u. 
G — real-component matrix of the hybrid matrix 
B — imaginary-component matrix of the hybrid matrix 
IN — designation of a "new" bus 
10 — designation for an "old" (or already used) bus 
II — designation for a current bus is a current) 
IV — designation for a voltage bus is a voltage) 
NCC — a control card for proceeding 
NCC = 0 results in starting on a new problem 
NCC = 1 results in STOP 
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READ N• 
WRITE N 
NK = N+1 
G(I,J) = 0 
B(I,J) = 0 
I 
READ IT(K), K = 1,N 
WRITE K,IT(K), K = 1,N 
YES 
= 999? 200 
NO YES 1 = 0? 
Figure 13. Flow chart for forming a hybrid matrix step-by-step 
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YES NO PROG 
2a 
IT (J) = I? 
NO PROG 
2bspec 
IU(J) -
YES 
PROG 
2b 
CALL REDUCE (G,B,N) [ 
YES NO 
lu (I) = 1? 
NO lu (J) = 1? IU(J) = I? 
YES NO 
IN = J 
10 = I 
IU(J) = 1 
IN = I 
10 = J 
IU(I) = 1 
NO YES NO IT (10) = 1? IT (IN) = 1? 
PROC PROC 
PROC 
3a 
YES 
Figure 13 (Continued) 
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IU(I)=1 
IU(J)=1 
YES IT (I) = 1? IT(J) = 1? 
NO NO PROC 
4a 
NO IT(J) = 1? 
YES 
II = I 
IV = J 
WRITE 
ERROR 
STOP 
11 = J 
IV = I 
PROC 
4cspec 
NO NO YES 
IT (J) IT (I) = I? IT(J) = I? 
YES NO 
II = I 
IV =-J 
1 1 =  J  
IV = I 
PROG 
PROC 
Figure 13 (Continued) 
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103 
PROG 
3d 
IT (IN) = 1? 
200 
WRITE OUTPUT 
EEAD NCC 
YES 
NCC = 0? 
NO 
STOP 
Figure 13 (Continued) 
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XI. APPENDIX C, 
THE KRON REDUCTION 
A reduction method, outlined by Kron , can be described by 
considering a matrix equation in the form 
where 
Then 
B H K A 
0 % 1 
1) B, and A are column vectors with n elements 
2) H is an n X n matrix 
AT 
3) is an 1 X n matrix, that is 
-»»T 
4) Hy is a row vector with n elements 
5) k = n + 1 
6) h^  ^and a^  are single elements and h^  f 0 
B = HA + 
* - =b ^  + \kS 
, -1 -^ T 
-xm  ^.a» -1 -k< 
B = HA + H^ (- h^  Hj, A) 
B =  ( B -  V k k S b i A  
(330) 
(331) 
(332) 
(333) 
(334) 
(335) 
The quantity in parenthesis may be designated H % Then 
1 
Kron (21, pé 378). 
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B = H'r (336) 
The element is no longer present. 
When the matrix H refers to a power system, the matrix elements will 
be complex quantities in general. If a computer with complex algebra 
capabilities is available, H' may be calculated from Equation 335. 
However, the process can be accomplished in terms of reals and imaginaries 
as follows. 
i^j ^  ^ij " ^ ai^ kk \j 
Let h = g + jb, in general terms. 
-1 T Consider h^ ^^ h^^  ^as one term. Elements h^  ^and h^  can be considered 
as part of a k x k matrix. Then 
h . = h., = ith element of (338) 
ai ik a 
( 
h^ j = h^ j = jth element of (339) 
° • (340) 
«Ik + J''lk 
®kk + j^ kk 
(341) 
Then 
(ga) + 3 (ba) = ^ ik^ kk + ""ikW + J(^ lkSkk • ''kk^ lP (342) 
®kk ''kk 
- ((S») + jO=a))<gy + jby) (343) 
= ((ga)gj^j - (ba)^ %j) + j((ba)g^j + (ga)b^^) (344) 
.LOI 
Note that (ga) and (ba) must be calculated for each row. 
Letting the last equation be defined by (gb) j + j(bb)j allows one 
to write from Equation 319 
g/j = g^ j - (bb)j (345) 
b/j = - (bb)j (346) 
